
Programming with….



Scratch Interface
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Event Driven Programming



Loops – Forever Loop

 This will constantly repeat the code inside the 
loop – NEVER stopping until the program ends

When the green flag 
is clicked it will 
continuously play 
the meow sound

When the up arrow is pressed it 
will continuously move forward 
by 10 steps



Loops - Fixed

 This will repeat the code inside the loop a specified 
number of times

Will move 100 steps 
forward then turn 
90 degrees 10 
times

Will point 180 
degrees, move 10 
steps forward then 
turn 15 degrees 5 
times

Will play the meow 
sound, ask ‘what is 
your name’ and 
change its costume 
5 times



Loops – Nested Loop

 This is when a loop contains another loop inside 
it

 In this case, the program starts the outer 
repeat, then enters the inner repeat, which 
carries on until it’s finished. The outer 
repeat then carries on and so on…!

The outer loop causes the 4 passes of 
the inner loop to be completed 3 times.



Broadcast

 This allows you to create your own events in 
Scratch and recall them for use later

Sets up a broadcast 
called Square with 
code in it When the Green flag is clicked it 

will go to the set co-ordinates 
and put the pen down then call 
on the Square code



IF Statements

 Allow the program to carry out the code if a 
certain condition has been met

In the code opposite 

if the right arrow is pressed 
then the sprite will point 
direction 90 degrees and 
move 10 steps forward

Also if the left arrow is 
pressed then the sprite will 
point direction -90 degrees 
and move 10 steps forward



Variables



Data Types

 Data Types are the type of information we 
allow our variable to store:

Data Type Description Example

String Letters, symbols Bob Jones

Integer Whole Numbers 1, 55, 27

Real Decimal Point Numbers 22.7, 86.9

Currency Money £19.99

Date Date or Time 22/03/2014

Boolean True / False  or Yes / No



Assignment

 An Assignment is simply when we assign 
a value to a variable

This can also be written in pseudocode:

SET  total TO 0



Arithmetic Expressions

 This is the name given to calculations 
within in your program.

Arithmetic
Expression

Description Example

+ Addition =Number1 + Number2

- Subtraction = Number1 – Number2

* Multiplication = Number1 * Number2

/ Division = Number1 / Number2


